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PASSIVE MANAGEMENT – IMPORTANT STRATEGY WHEN MANANAGING ASSETS

Although active management is still the predominant model for investment strategies today, passive
management utilizing index funds and ETF’s are gaining significant momentum. At QSI, we
believe it should be a part of your business.
In the last 15 months, the passive investment role in investment strategies is more dominant:
Pension and Investments semiannual survey of leading index manager’s report that tax-exempt
institutions in the United States have over a trillion with index fund managers. And, this amount
doesn’t include the billions that in-house pension funds and other fiduciaries deploy directly.
Of retirement assets held at Schwab and Vanguard, 22% at Schwab and 10% at Vanguard are
reported to be held in ETF’s. With U.S. workers losing over 2 trillion dollars in retirement assets in
the last 15 months, ETF’s, using asset allocation strategies, are being seen as a solution to mend
portfolios.
One catalyst for this growth is the highly efficient and cost effective means these portfolios provide
for achieving market returns. At QSI, a managed, diversified portfolio using a combination of
ETF’s and index funds offers these key benefits, as well as many others:
1. Exceptionally low annual expenses and no 12(b)1 fees
2. More tax efficient and flexible than mutual funds: eliminates phantom capital gains
3. Liquidity – no front or back end loads, intraday trading
QSI’s Distinction: Combination of ETF’s and Index funds.
At QSI, we have created 5 portfolios strategically employing a combination of ETF’s/ index funds*
that meet the different investment objectives determined by a clients Investment Policy Statement.
The portfolios structure has a philosophy aligned with the Uniform Prudent Investor Act and the
combination of funds allows us to implement a full range of investment policies. Applying Modern
Portfolio Theory techniques to our investment process allows us to strive to achieve optimal returns
for less risk.
QSI’s Difference: No enhanced portfolios as used by other passive managers.
QSI portfolios do not use enhanced funds in an attempt to create additional performance. Funds
can be enhanced through leverage and by stock picking. Because of this, most enhanced index
portfolios suffer from high expenses and portfolio turnover – just what indexed portfolios are
supposed to avoid.
QSI’s Advantage: Lower risk and expenses and minimal tax liability. By eliminating enhanced
funds from their portfolios, QSI lowers both risk and expenses and minimizes tax liability. These
features can add significantly to the investment return without additional risks and expenses.
To obtain an informational packet or answer further inquiries, please contact Catherine Thornton at
949 632-9325 for information cthornton@qstrategiesinc.com.
DISCLOSURES On fixed income side, where ETF’s are limited, actively managed mutual funds may be utilized to diversify portfolio until ETFs are more
available. The information contained in this letter is only for the personal and confidential use of the recipient(s) to whom sent. If this letter has been
received in error, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination or copying of this message and its attachments, is strictly prohibited. This letter
contains opinions of the author but not necessarily QSI and does not represent a recommendation of any particular security, strategy, or investment
product. The opinion of the author is subject to change without notice. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed reliable, but
is not guaranteed. Past performance is not indicative of future results and no representation is made that the stated results will be replicated.
QSI is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Please read the ADV Part II, consider investment objectives, risks,
costs and expenses carefully before investing. For Broker/Dealer Use Only.

